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From all of us at Angstadt Arms and KGmade Suppressors, we thank you for your 
purchase!  We both strive in our respective fields to provide quality products through 
extensive design, testing, and manufacturing.  

 Angstadt Arms and KGmade Suppressors have collaborated together to bring a 
Suppressed platform to the market that is effective, versatile, and robust.  

Please read and understand this entire manual before use of this firearm.  We have put 
great time and effort into making this one of the most user friendly and servicable 
integrated platforms on the market.  With that being said, a familiarity of the system and 
how it operates will provide a much greater understanding and overall enhanced 
experience.  Doing so will also allow a greater ease of use and maintenance.  

-This product is classified as a lethal weapon. Failure to read and properly execute the
instructions and warnings in this manual could result in serious injury, death or damage 
to property.
-Do not attempt to practice loading or unloading with live ammunition without a thorough
understanding of the safe operation of this firearm
-Always treat a firearm as if it were fully loaded.
-Never point a firearm at anthing you dont intend to shoot
-Always store and carry this product empty, with the safety on, failure to do so could result 
in an unintentional discharge, resulting in serious injury, death or damage to property.
-Keep out of reach of children.
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UDP9i SERIES SPECS:
         UDP-9IR RIFLE

-16.5″ OAL
-8″ Barrel, 8.1″ Core
-17-4 Heat treated Baffle  Stack
-Grade 9 Titanium Sleeve
-Full auto rated
-User Configurable adjustable 
port system, capably of 0-125 
FPS in velocity reduction. 
Capable of dropping 115gr bulk 
pack (1,200 fps) down to 1075 
fps
-Vented Blast chamber to 
eliminate First Round Pop on 
even 115gr supersonic rounds
-Complete Rifle weighs 6.5 lbs
-Pinned and Welded core to 
barrel, therefore only requiring a 
single suppressor tax stamp
-Accepts any 9mm double 
stack GLOCK® magazine and 
features last round bolt hold 
open
-7075-T6 billet aluminum lower 
and upper with a matte black 
hard-coat anodized finish

         UDP-9IP PISTOL

-11.75″ OAL
-6″ Barrel, 5.75″ Core
-17-4 Heat treated Baffle  Stack
-Grade 9 Titanium Sleeve
-Full auto rated
-User Configurable adjustable 
port system, capably of 0-125 
FPS in velocity reduction. 
Capable of dropping 115gr 
bulk pack (1,200 fps) down to 
1075 fps
-Vented Blast chamber to 
eliminate First Round Pop on 
even 115gr supersonic rounds
-Complete Rifle weighs 5.9 lbs
-Pinned and Welded core to 
barrel, therefore only requiring 
a single suppressor tax stamp
-Accepts any 9mm double 
stack GLOCK® magazine and 
features last round bolt hold 
open
-7075-T6 billet aluminum lower 
and upper with a matte black 
hard-coat anodized finish

         UDP-9IC CARBINE

-11.75″ OAL
-6″ Barrel, 5.75″ Core
-17-4 Heat treated Baffle  Stack
-Grade 9 Titanium Sleeve
-Full auto rated
-User Configurable adjustable 
port system, capably of 0-125 
FPS in velocity reduction. 
Capable of dropping 115gr 
bulk pack (1,200 fps) down to 
1075 fps
-Vented Blast chamber to 
eliminate First Round Pop on 
even 115gr supersonic rounds
-Complete Rifle weighs 5.9 lbs
-Pinned and Welded core to 
barrel, requiring two tax 
stamp's(suppressor and SBR)
-Accepts any 9mm double 
stack GLOCK® magazine and 
features last round bolt hold 
open
-7075-T6 billet aluminum lower 
and upper with a matte black 
hard-coat anodized finish
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ITEM NO. PART NUMBER QTY.

1 17-4 Stainless Steel 
Welded Core 1

2 End Cap 1
3 Rear Mount 1

4 10-32 Socket Head 
Set Screw 15

5 O-Ring 1

6 Grade 9 Titanium 
Sleeve 1

7 T handle 3/32" hex 1
8 Barrel 1
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Your UDP9i comes with a fully adjustable port system.  By opening or closing the 15 available threaded ports, the veloicty of a 
given round can be reduced by up to 125 fps( Feet per second) from its maximum velocity.  
- If  you plan on shooting supersonic ammo , but want maximum sound reduction, open all of the ports allowing complete 
system venting.
- If you plan on shooting subsonic ammo and desire to maintain as much velocity and muzzle energy as possible, close off all 
ports to elimate any system venting.
- If you would desire something in between, then use the set screws to open or close the ports to reach the desired velocity 
or muzzle energy for a given round.

-To close off a port, simply follow these instructions: 
Remove magazine, and clear chamber 1.
Remove Socket head allen screws that attach handguard to mount, place them in a safe location nearby2.
Remove handguard and set aside3.
Unscrew end cap from end of suppressor core, and set aside.4.
Rotate outer tube 1/4- 1/2 rotation while sliding tube over core ( Note, if cleaning intervals have not been maintained, tube may 5.
require multiple rotations while sliding to remove due to carbon buildup.  See cleaning instructions for cleaning intervals and methods)
Use the provided 3/32" T-Handle Hex wrench and thread in one of the provided 10-32 set screws till it bottoms in the 6.
hole.
DO NOT overtighten the screws as you can strip the thread in the barrel.  7.
Hand snug the set screws for the time being 8.
Perform the previous 7 steps in reverse order and test for your desired requirements9.
Once the optimal setup is achieved, perform previous steps and use Locktight compund ( or rockset) to keep screws 10.
from backing out during prolonged use. 
Go shooting!!11.

Port Adjustment
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Cleaning Instructions
Your UDPi integral suppressors was designed to require minimal cleaning at larger than normal cleaning 
intervals.  the 17-4 stainless steel core is welded into one contiguous sealded unit.  From the factory 
your core is pinned and welded to the barrel. 

 Below are recommmend intervals for cleaning:
500 rds: 

Clean chamber, barrel, and inside of Suppressor tube with a cleaner that will break down carbon 1.
and lead deposits.   
You can use a wire brush on the inside of the tube if needed.  Use caution when soaking outer 2.
suppressor tube in concentrated cleaning solution, as damage to the cerakote finish can occur.

2500 rounds:   
1. Remove complete barrel and suppressor unit from firearm, remove end cap , sleeve, and  O-ring on 

back cap.  
2. Place in ultrasonic cleaner with a light degreaser solution ( If an ultrasonic is not available then a 

container larger enough to allow full submersion of the entire barrel and suppressor unit)  
3. Allow to soak for 2-4 hours, use a wire brush to break up and carbon that has build up around the 

blast chamber ports and on the barrel itself.  
4. Perform same operations on the inside of the outer sleeve.  
5. Check O-ring for damage and replace if necessary (extras are included).  
6. Completely drain all liquid from barrel and suppressors core.  
7. Use Air nozzle to dry all parts.  
8. Re-assemble in reverse order of disassembly.  
9. Re-install barrel assembly and be mindful of your handguard mounting nut orientation and location 

so your handguard fits and aligns with your reciever
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